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**Important Updates**

**Meeting Type Name Change**
Please monitor your SEIS Dashboard for both Local News, SEIS News, and your SEIS email. This is where you will find the latest updates to SEIS known issues and program fixes. The SELPA continues to monitor the known issues and is working with SEIS to stay abreast of resolutions as soon as they become available.

The next [SEIS Open Learning Lab](#) will be held on Thursday, November 9th.

**Signature Feature**

SEIS has given a tentative date of November 9th for the program fix that will allow users to update the unsigned IEPs. SEIS is recommending that users add notes to the Unsigned IEPs notification with the date the signature was obtained. The note will serve to remind users which IEPs need to have the Parent Signature Updated.
Timelines and Due Dates

Fall 1 Milestones

- The initial LEA approval deadline is December 15, 2023.
- The amendment window closes on January 26, 2024.

The expectation is for LEAs to complete their LEA approval by November 24 (before Thanksgiving) to allow time for the SELPA reports review and approval.

Pro Tips

SEIS Provider/ Case Manager

Meetings should be affirmed within 24 hours. When a meeting is affirmed, the meeting information on the forms is locked and further edits are not possible.
When completing an Initial CALPADS affirm, you must indicate if the parent signed consent for the adopted IEP. If the parent signature is not marked YES when affirming, the plan and services transaction will not be created, and you cannot implement the adopted IEP.

**SEIS DLU/Data Reporter**

When a transfer request is received for a Pending student record, you cannot enter an exit date, or exit code, and complete the transfer request. (You will receive a notification of CALPADS errors.) To complete this type of transfer ONLY, you will mark the record Do Not Report (DNR) by editing the eligibility status box.

Mark the record DNR and add a comment that the student record is pending and click the “Save DNR and Return” button.
You can then complete the student transfer.

When receiving transaction errors, please post your errors to your SEIS Dashboard. Once posted, please contact your Program Technician, and let them know which file type you were submitting. If you mark transactions DNR (Do Not Report) please be sure to add a comment. Best practice is to comment Temp DNR with the error code for those transactions needing correction or resubmission, and Perm DNR for those that should not be reported.
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**Compliance Corner**

**Least Restrictive Environment**

**Ages 5-22 – Fall 1**

Fall 1 CALPADS data is used for Indicators 5 a,b,c. Indicator 5 utilizes three
components to measure students with disabilities (SWD) access to education in the Least Restrictive Environment (LRE).

- Rate of SWD inside the regular classroom is 80% or more a day
- Rate of SWD inside the regular classroom is less than 40% of the day.
- Separate Setting

In accordance with IDEA monitoring the CDE has established targets for each measure.

When reviewing your CALPADS 16.13 Aggregate Report ensure that your students’ program settings are accurate. Below is a sample of the 16.13 Aggregate Report. To identify students that are populating this report use the CALPADS Supporting report 16.14.

Using the Decision Tree below, confirm that the program setting is accurate. When reviewing your reports, some discrepancies in percentages or settings may be the adoption of a new enrollee’s existing Plan Review. Amendment corrections for Fall 1 data must be dated before October 4th.
To learn more about State Performance Indicators and other resources for Special Education compliance click [here](#)...
The El Dorado SELPAs Video Training Library

Please visit and subscribe to our YouTube Channel. We have updated content and have created SEIS user level playlists to address commonly asked questions.

Click here to view the SELPAs Video Training YouTube Channel

Click here to Submit a SELPA Program Technician Help Request
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